Herff Jones is proud to be the Official Supplier of University Approved Georgia State Graduation Products:
- Georgia State University Custom Caps and Gowns
- Georgia State University Graduation Announcements personalized with your name, degree and major in a choice of two styles: GSU Seal or GSU Flame Logo.
- Georgia State University Accessories such as Certificates of Appreciation, Envelope Seals and Thank You notes.
- Georgia State University conservation quality diploma flames with the school seal and name embossed on the mat.

Georgia State Perimeter College – Associate and Certificate Student KEEPER Caps and Gowns
- All Perimeter Campus students should order their cap and gown on-line by March 21st.
- Students will pick up their cap and gown at one of the five Perimeter Campus Bookstore Locations. GSUPC caps and gowns will NOT be available for pick up at the downtown campus bookstore or Commencement Fair.
- The campus location you select when ordering is the Bookstore location where you will pick up your cap and gown.
- Orders will be available for pick up April 25th through Commencement during normal bookstore hours.
- If you miss the on-line ordering deadline, visit your campus bookstore for assistance.

Diploma Frames
Show your Georgia State pride by displaying your diploma in a custom frame! The diploma frames are handcrafted in the USA with meticulous attention to the smallest detail. Each molding is individually selected for its durability and aesthetic presentation. A corresponding mat can highlight unique features of your diploma, making it that much more noticeable. Each frame mat is customized with the Georgia State University seal and school name. Purchase a Graduation Package with a frame on-line, or stop by your Campus Bookstore to view and purchase your frame.

Personalized Announcements
Your personalized announcements include your name, degree and major in the text. They are printed using a true state-of-the-art printing process resulting in the highest quality printed announcements available. Choose between the Georgia State University seal or the Flame Logo each is on a tri-fold announcement enhanced with foil. An etching of the campus gates is inside the announcement.

Order a convenient package and save $$$ on your order!
You can include your cap & gown, announcements and a diploma frame in a Graduation Package order. Please see the website for Grad Pack details.

Faculty Regalia
Faculty can order RENTAL, KEEPER or PURCHASE fine quality regalia at: www.herffjones.com/college/georgiastate/faculty.
The faculty online order deadline is March 21st at midnight. Rental and Keeper regalia will be delivered to the respective bookstore chosen the week before commencement. Allow approximately 8 weeks for delivery of fine quality regalia.

FACULTY FINE QUALITY REGALIA PROMOTION
FEBRUARY 19-20TH
Georgia State University – Atlanta Campus Bookstore
11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
March 1st is the last day to purchase fine quality regalia to guarantee arrival prior to the May ceremony.
Interested, but can’t make it downtown? Order on-line at https://academicregalia.herffjones.com/School/index, or contact Messier & Associates.